Ref: IJCAES/CONF/2013/003

Date: 7th October, 2013

To,
Prof. M. Reza Mobasheri
Head of SASTech High Council (SHC) Chair,
8thSASTech 2014
President of KHI

Dear Prof. M. Reza Mobasheri,

In response to your letter dated 30th September, 2013, we came to know about the 8th Symposium on Advances in Science and Technology to be held at 4 different times between Nov. 2013 to Feb. 2014. In principle, we are happy to extend our cooperation in all possible ways and agree to publish relevant papers in the journal "Information Sciences and Computing" subject to fulfillment of the following conditions:

1. First a board comprising of scholarly people across disciplines should be formed to look after the reviewing process of each article. We apply single blind peer-review process. This means authors are not aware about the identity of the reviewer. The board will be termed as ‘Guest Editorial Board’ under one Chief-Guest-Editor.

2. After acceptance, each article in MS-word format along with review report should be sent to the editorial office. Standard format (for IJCAES conference publication) can be downloaded from the journal website (http://www.caesjournals.org/). All the papers must be sent in prescribed format only. Papers not complying with the format will be rejected. It is mandatory for each paper to designate one as corresponding author with one working e-mail for any future communication (if required).

3. Papers will be published online only in open access mode. Anyone interested will be able to download freely. Hard copies will be provided on request to the authors (costs is USD $ 25 per copy).

4. The journal will not ask for any processing charges after for publication.

5. The accepted papers will be published as a special issue or will be included in a regular issue in case the number of papers is below 5 (five).

We are looking forward for further cooperation.

Best Regards,
Dr. Samirjeet Borah
Managing Editor
E-mail: editor@caesjournals.org
Editor.ijcaes@gmail.com